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Music always adds a little zing to any movie. Sometimes there are movies where music is an integral part of the picture and sometimes it's just a window dressing. Here's our list of the best country soundtracks out there, listed in alphabetical order. Toby Keith. Getty Images for ACM/Getty Images This is the soundtrack to the film starring
Toby Keith, Willie Nelson, Rodney Carrington, Ted Nugent and others. All the actors also appear on the soundtrack, as well as the trailer for the choir, James McMurtry, Mack Davis, Mel Tillis, David Allan Coe and Mika Roberts. This is the soundtrack to the film Broken Bridges, which starred Toby Keith and Lindsey Hawn. They both sing
on the soundtrack as well as act in the film. Other artists on this soundtrack include Matraca Berg, Scotty Emerick, Sonia Isaacs, and Flynnville Train. With 14 strong tracks, Toby Keith and album producer Randy Scruggs formed the kind of soundtrack that looks more like an album than the hits of the moment of compilation. It is a film
based on Loretta Lynn's autobiography, played by Sissy Spacek to perfection. Sissy also does all the singing on the album as well. Beverly D'Angelo, who played Patsy Cline, has a few cuts to the soundtrack and she does an excellent job as Patsy. This is the companion soundtrack to the film Flicka, starring Tim McGraw. It was Tim's first
major role, and also the first time he recorded a song he helped co-write (My Little Girl). Other artists on the soundtrack include Tim's band, Dancehall Doctors, Holly Williams and the Warren brothers. The soundtrack to the Disney movie Fox and the Hound 2 is excellent. Performers who are part of the soundtrack include Reba McEntire,
Josh Gracin, Little Big Town, Tricia Yearwood and One Flew South. The Hope Floats soundtrack is composed of country artists such as Martina McBride, Garth Brooks, Laila McCann, Ghana Carter, Lyle Lovett, Tricia Godwood and the Mavericks. They were joined by Sheryl Crow, the Rolling Stones, Bob Seger, Gillian Welch, Jonelle
Mosser, Whiskytown and Brian Adams. The soundtrack for the film of the same name won the CMA Album of the Year award in 2001, and I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow won the CMA Single of the Year award in 2001. Plus two other songs were also nominated in the Vocal Event category. A wonderful introduction to traditional and
bluegrass music. George Strait starred in the film, and also sang the entire soundtrack. Four songs were released from the album. Three of them were Top 10 hits; Heartland and I Cross My Heart both hit the top of the charts, while When You Stopped Loving Me came in at No 6. The fourth song, The Night Male, was never in the top 40.
In 1993, the film starred River Phoenix, Dermot Mulroney, Samantha Mathis and Sandra Bullock. The soundtrack includes songs from the original artist's film. Featured in The Movie Trisha Yearwood, C.T. Oslin, Jimmy Gilmore, Kathy Moffat, Jo-El Sonnier, Pam Tillis and Kevin Welch. The album features Clay Walker, C.T. Oslin, Kevin
Welch, Tricia Godwood, Randy Travis, Rodney Crowell and others. The Urban Cowboy soundtrack featured a variety of artists, from Jimmy Buffett, Joe Walsh, Bob Seger, and Dan Vogelberg to country favorites like Anne Murray, Johnny Lee, Mickey Gilley, Kenny Rogers, and the Charlie Daniels Band. Music was a huge part of the film,
which took place in a honky tonk owned by Mickey Gilley. Warning: This slideshow contains spoilers for 13 reasons why season 3.13 Reasons Why It Started as a show about listening to cassette tapes, so it's only natural that the sound played throughout the episodes for viewers is equally significant. 13 reasons why season 3 soundtrack
is jam-packed with meaningful songs. From melodies created specifically for the scenes in which they are presented, to melodies with texts on the spot, in the background noise of this show there is as much as in the main dialogue and storylines. Season 3 has quite a few songs in it, and 18 have been specifically selected for the official
soundtrack to accompany the show. According to NME, the official 13RW soundtrack contains old songs and new songs alike, featuring artists such as Charli XCX, 5 Seconds Of Summer, Scared Rabbit, Daya, and more. The neo-oral songs soundtrack is still featured in the show highlight the likes of R.E.M., The Cure, Interpol, among
others. Some of the songs on the soundtrack are played over the scenes and just for viewers to hear, while other songs pop on in Monet or The Gym or on Tony Magazine player (of course) where actual characters can hear the music too. Between the official soundtrack and the other songs used in the show, it all kind of makes up a
mixtape that you can imagine any of the characters putting on while doing homework. Explore this slideshow to listen to yourself. Album art is useful for identifying albums when viewing a digital music library. When you sync music files, an album work usually appears on a portable device. The cover is usually embedded in music files - but
not always. If you don't have album art for all the albums in your music collection, you can download works of art from free websites, but if you need to update a lot of music in your library, this method can be tedious. Media players like iTunes and Windows Media Player help a few in finding album covers without visiting websites and
downloading it manually, but even they can be slow and inaccurate. One way to speed up this task is to use a special album art loader. These tools search for multiple art albums sources all over the internet, so it's more likely to find the right work of art that comes with rare albums. The Art Downloader album is a free instrument source
code, which is regularly updated and seen by many as a utility to download the cover. It uses an impressive array of sources for Album art and can make a difference when trying to find the right cover - especially for rare albums. Platform: Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista, XP (last updated April 2018) The Bliss album art downloader works running
in the background when you add music to keep your art album up to date. It comes with 500 free album art fixes, after which you are asked to purchase additional fixes. Bliss is compatible with iTunes, but doesn't support a few places in the library. You'll have to send it to one library at a time. Bliss does more than just find album art. You
can use it to determine the rules by which your library is organized, fill in the missing information, and correct inaccurate data. Just go to the Bliss website and download a version of the software for your operating system. The website offers a quick starter tutorial to teach the basics of the program. Platforms: Windows, macOS, Linux,
Synology, Docker, Vortexbox, NOP TidyMyMusic from Wondershare uses Gracenote, the world's largest music database, to find and fix missing album covers. You can use it from iTunes and non-iTunes libraries, including music with CD, radio and YouTube. Additional features include identifying duplicate music on your computer. It can
also add the correct title and artist information to your tracks. Platform: Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista and XP, Mac OS X 10.6-10.11 If you are dealing with MP3 files exclusively then Creevity Software free MP3 Cover Art Downloader is worth a look. It doesn't have many features of some of the music download tools, but great for embedding
works of art in your MP3 collection. Covers are displayed in Windows, Mac, iTunes, Windows Media Player and other music players. The interface is easy to use. It comes with a built-in player and editor-in-chief tag, and it includes the ability to import album art that can already be downloaded to your computer. Overall, this tool does a
good job of adding a cover to your music library. Platforms: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 Cover Retriever is a free software that finds album art for MP3. It uses data from music file tags to search for art using Google's search engine. Download the app and select the folder you store in MP3. The app searches for missing
album covers and stores them on a disc or audio file. If it finds several options, the tool asks you to choose the best solution from the album art found. Save album art in two ways: In a folder with audio files with the name cover In selected audio file as a platform platform: Windows - requires Microsoft .NET Framework 4 (last updated April
2012) open source software that finds and downloads album covers. He uses Amazon and Discogs to find the right work of art. Add album art to songs using locally stored images. The program also offers a music tag editor, so you can edit specific song metadata information. Platforms: Windows (last updated April 2012) 2012) 2012)
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